THE CANCER BIOPATHY

The Reichian Theory

“...it is incorrect to believe that every cancer victim can now be saved. A great deal of hard work and cooperation will be needed before we will know how much orgone energy can help in specific cases of cancer....” (W. Reich, The Cancer Biopathy, 1947)

According to Reich cancer biopathy, whose main mechanism is the progressive atrophy of the vital system, becomes simply and easily recognizable whether one overcomes his resistance to unitarily consider the following macroscopic factors:

1. the air-germ theory must be abandoned and “endogenous infection” recognised.
2. The role of the emotions in organic diseases must be given full consideration.
3. The development of a living, spontaneously moving substance from other living or even non-living substances, indeed from mass-free orgone energy, must be acknowledged. In other words, in dealing with cancer we are directly confronted with the problem of biogenesis.
4. It is imperative, in our work on cancer that we place sexual pathology, which is generally hated and avoided, at the center of our medical efforts.
5. If cancer is to be understood in a simple way, we must finally acknowledge the existence of a basically new, ubiquitous, cosmic energy that obeys functional rather than mechanistic laws. I have called this energy orgone.

Nature, notwithstanding the several degenerations is fundamentally an unified whole. These concepts were then reconsidered, even though with some variants, by the studies of dr Hamer, a German oncologist, when treating the possibility of non chirurgical therapies of the neoplasia

According to Reich biopathies are those pathological conditions that are characterised by the following peculiarities:

1. they are diseases of unknown origins. No biopathic syndrome is clearly explained by classic medicine
2. it is always present a deep involvement of the patient emotional life
3. typically, functional disorders precede structural anomalies
4. the more premature the onset of the illness, the more severe the biopathic disorder
5. the course of biopathic processes is prolonged and characterised by exacerbations and remissions, that develop in irreversible morphological alterations, with a simultaneous involvement of either the whole organism, a particular organ or system.
The primary characteristic of orgone energy is pulsation. The whole organism not only pulsates, but also each organ does, according to its own intensity. The function of the orgasm represents the main regulator of the energetic metabolism. It results that any disorder of this function (orgastic impotence due to the presence of a chronic armouring) eventually leads to some disorders, that can be prevalently physical or psychic. Any somatic biopathy presents also a psychic biophaty and viceversa and the disorder of the pulsation, in any biophaty, is always simultaneously local and general. Any local biophaty disease such as peptic ulcer, bronchial asthma, cutaneous disorders, spastic colitis, etc, establishes in an armoured organism. The local symptom is only the evidence of the presence of a pulsatory disorder particularly severe in that area. Often the symptomatology reported by the patient is due to a parasympathetic reaction that in functional terms means a tentative of the organism to counteract with an expansive and more or less intense motion the sympathicotonic contraction of the armour, when trying to re-establish the natural pulsation. In other situations such as in the ischemic biopathy, the symptoms are the direct result of the sympathicotonic chronic state. Any biophaty develops in an armoured organism that is orgastically impotent, and it is exactly from the excess of the energy, that is not discharged through an adequate sexual life, that the biopathic process finds its genesis. Paradoxically, the symptoms appear when the armour is no longer able to contain the energetic excitation. There exist, in addition, biopathies that develop in patient where the organism stopped to fight against the armour. The paradigm of this condition is the cancer biopathy, where the energetic pressure is exhausted or is about to be exhausted. The orgastic impotence is absolute, almost always the respiration is very reduced, and from a psychic point of view a state of resignation follows that can precede even of many years the onset of the local tumour. According to Reich the cancer pathology is an in-vivo putrefaction. The vital energy flow is stopped and transformed in a pond. The pain that often is not justified from a neurological point of view, is ascribable to a contraction of the local innervation as an evidence of the wrinkling process which the organism is going towards. The death for cachexia is the logic consequence of such situation.